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Creating a Tradition – a short history of the Widcombe (Bath) Mummers. 

Where do all traditions come from? Someone must have an idea! In the case of the 

Widcombe Mummers, now an established tradition in our part of Bath, the ground was 

prepared when I happened to go and see the Marshfield Paperboys in about 2002 and was 

struck by every aspect of the event. Then in 2005 I happened to catch them again at a 

midsummer performance where the event also included a short talk by Doc Rowe. I went 

home with my idea to do something similar in Widcombe. 

The local residents association were kind enough to provide financial support to book 

rehearsal space and fund refreshments, so I recruited some players largely by arm-twisting 

friends and neighbours, wrote a script, did some publicity, and the we launched on New 

Year’s Day 2006.   

 

At the end of this one of the players said to me, “Well done Ian, you have created a tradition.” 

Not just a tradition but also a challenge – to repeat, but better, the following year.  The 

challenge was compounded by our leading man being taken very ill during rehearsals and my 

having to find a replacement at short notice. 
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I am happy to say that the New Year’s  Day performance tradition has continued every year, 

each time with a new ‘story’ taking up some local theme, to the extent that I know many 

families make our performance an essential part of their Christmas-time celebrations.  We 

also include in the performance a lot of music ending with a song, for which words are 

distributed in audience and everyone joins in. We usually perform at 3 different locations, 

and get there in procession led by the musicians playing some suitably folky tune.  

 

Apart from the New Year’s Day outings we have expanded in other directions. For example 

five years ago we got a special commission from the Council to write and perform a 

mummer’s play to help celebrate St George’s Day. To this end a special dragon was created, 

and for the last four years this play has been performed in Bath city centre accompanied by 

Morris dancers for the entertainment of locals and visitors.  
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And if all this was not enough, we are frequently called on to help enliven other local events, 

such as this one which was to mark the opening of a new path in a local cemetery.  

 

In conclusion I can say that the Widcombe Mummers are now an established part of our 

community life. It has been hard work and there have been upsets but mostly it has given fun 

to participants and audiences alike. I can in all honesty say that this is probably the one 

achievement in my life of which I am most proud, and I continue to be very pleased to keep it 

going. 

For more info, pictures and even videos see www.widcombemummers.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

http://www.widcombemummers.org.uk/

